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Christ Church Primary School believes in the fundamental right of all children to have access to
a good education. Pupils need to attend school for the maximum time that they are able in order
to progress not just academically but also in social, emotional, spiritual, moral and cultural
terms.
Parents have a duty to make sure that their child attends. The school is committed to working
with parents as the best way to ensure a high level of attendance.
The school has a legal duty to publish its absence figures to parents and to promote attendance.
Parents will receive information in their child’s report detailing their attendance record. Good
attendance is rewarded by verbal praise, certificates for individuals presented in front of the
whole school and rewards during celebrations culminating in a large end of year treat for those
children with 100% attendance across the whole year (exceptions made for proven medical
appointments and religious days).
Authorised absences are mornings or afternoons away from school for a good reason; illness
(often accompanied my medical evidence) or other unavoidable causes.
Unauthorised absence
This includes keeping children off school for trivial reasons; absences which have never been
properly explained, and children who arrive at school too late to get a mark (recorded as late
after register). Providing a note may not be sufficient if the reason given is not ‘unavoidable.’
Children should never be kept off school for reasons such as shopping or as a treat.
If a child does not attend regularly the school may refer the child to the Attendance and
Prosecution Officer from the Local Education Authority. They will try to resolve difficulties by
agreement but if other ways of trying to improve the child’s attendance failed, these officers
can use court proceedings to prosecute parents or to seek an education supervision order on the
child.
Parents may wish to contact the Attendance and Prosecution Officer themselves for advice.
They are independent of the school. Their telephone number is available from the school office
or by contacting the Local Authority.
Monitoring
It is important that the class teacher, secretarial staff and Head Teacher monitor attendance
and, where necessary, involve the school’s Attendance and Prosecution Officer. At present the
school’s Attendance and Prosecution Officer contacts the school every half term. The following
monitoring arrangements will be used to ensure attendance is 96% or more.
• Any member of staff concerned about a pupil’s attendance should report their concerns
to the Head Teacher/SLT who will take appropriate action.
• Every half term reports will be produced for pupils who have failed to reach the
required level of attendance and passed to the Head Teacher who may refer the matter
to the Attendance and Prosecution Officer if absence is due to holiday leave or
unauthorised absence. Trigger letters as outlined below will be sent.
• Parents of children whose attendance falls below 96% will be sent a trigger letter 1
pointing out their child’s attendance (Appendix 1).
• Parents of children whose attendance falls below 93%, or whose attendance has not
improved since previous monitoring, will be required to provide medical evidence for all
future absences and trigger letter 2 sent (Appendix 2).

•
•

If attendance has improved since last monitoring then a ‘well done’ letter will be sent
(Appendix 3)
Parents of children whose attendance continues to falls below 93% and has still not
improved since previous monitoring, will required to provide medical evidence for all
future absences and trigger letter 3 sent (Appendix 4). This may be accompanied by a
request to meet with SLT to determine what additional support can be put in place to
support with improved attendance.

Illness and legitimate reasons
If a child is unfit for school, parents should contact the school as soon as possible by:• Telephone – either on mobile or main landline. Messages can be left.
• Letter or note
If the school is unaware of why a child is absent first day calling will be done to try to
determine reason for absence. If after a few days the absence remains unexplained and no
contact has been made then this may result in a home visit. If concerns remain then the issue
may be passed to the local police to do a ‘safe and well check’ or referred to the Attendance and
Prosecution Officer. Missing in Education forms will be completed if concerns regarding long
term absence occur.
Medical evidence will be requested for children with a poor attendance record (below 96%). This
may be in the form of prescription, medical card/appointment/letter or doctor’s note.
Lateness
We actively encourage punctuality and the school’s first step is to speak to the parent or
guardian of the child bringing them to school. Children must attend on time to be given a mark
for a session. Parents are expected to ensure that children are present at registration. Late
arrivals must be signed on the electronic signing in system to ensure their child receives a mark
and state the reason for lateness. Registers will close after 10 minutes resulting in a late after
register mark. Punctuality letters will be sent each half term.
The main school (Reception – Year 6) have their doors open at 8.50 – 8.55am. If you arrive
after 8.55am you will need to go to the school office as you will be late.
Nursery starts at: 8.30am (morning session) and 12.30pm (afternoon session)
Little Angels starts as: 8.40am (late after 9.00am) and 12.10pm (afternoon session).
Unauthorised codes (U codes) may also be used if a child is 10minutes late after the start of
the day, i.e. 9.05am.
In exceptional circumstances, such as heavy traffic, adverse weather conditions the Head may
keep the registers open for a longer period. If lateness persists then the school will send
punctuality letters out termly to alert parents (Appendix 5). Persistent lateness will result in
parents being invited to discuss reasons with the Head Teacher.
We also monitor those who are regularly collected late at the end of the school day. The
school’s legal duty of care and supervision ends at 3.05 and any child who is regularly left behind
may be referred to the social services. Parents are able to use After School Club facilities at a
cost but it is expected that parents who are running late will call the school so that
arrangements for childcare can be made.
Records are kept of children who are taken out of school during the day with a note as to the
reasons why. This may also be used for monitoring of absence purposes. Evidence of medical
appointments needs to be brought to the office on collection of the child.

Holidays
All holiday leave in term time is at the discretion of the Head Teacher however it would be in
EXCEPTIONAL circumstances that this discretion is used and therefore all other requests will
be refused. Requests for leave must be made in writing using leave of absence form. The
school will respond to all requests in writing (Appendix 6).
If children are absent longer than requested or more than 2 weeks they may be removed from
the school register and need to reapply for a school place. Where extended holiday is taken a
‘contract’ may need to be signed to determine a date when the child is expected back in school.
All holidays of 4 days or more will be referred to the Attendance and Prosecution Officer.
Requests will be made to see flight information to confirm the date the child is due back.

Any child who has an absence of more than 3 days must either bring medical evidence of
absence or the child been seen to ensure the child is not taking term time holiday.
Parents must be aware that children who miss out on education are at an immediate
disadvantage relative to their peers and at great cost to themselves. Therefore they must
consider very carefully before removing their child from school for long periods.
Nursery and Little Angels
Where a child’s nursery/Little Angels attendance falls below 80%, and after receiving Trigger
Letters 1 and 2 attendance has still not improved, a letter will be sent to arrange a meeting to
discuss further with parents. If there is no improvement the place will be withdrawn. However
if there are safeguarding concerns then further support may be given in the form of Parent
Support Worker visits.
Parents
Parents should feel supported and not threatened by the school’s attendance policy. Parents
should be aware that the attendance monitoring procedures are there to keep them informed so
that appropriate action can be taken. Parents are welcome to discuss attendance concerns with
the class teacher, Head Teacher or Attendance and Prosecution Officer. The school’s policy
will be conveyed to parents through the school prospectus, newsletters, school website and by
talking to them as and when appropriate.
From Sept 17 any parent with a child starting the school will be required to sign an attendance
contract (Appendix 7&8); this will include nursery children. As part of the demand for nursery
places it will be expected that if a nursery child’s attendance continues to cause concern the
offer of a place will be withdraw (Appendix 9); – parents will be notified a half term in advance
and offered the opportunity to discuss with SLT if this is an option likely to be taken by the
school.
Late charges
If a parent is late collecting a child at the end of a session then fees may be occurred at a cost
of £5.00 per 10 minutes.

Appendix 1

Trigger Point 1
Dear Parents/Guardian,
Initial Attendance Concern Letter (Below 96% attendance)
As a result of regular monitoring your child’s attendance has been highlighted as a
cause for concern. (CHILDS NAME) attendance is currently (%) for this academic
year to date. You will be aware that our school is working very hard to improve
school attendance and that your child’s attendance needs to be least 96%+
attendance to meet government targets - this does allow for genuine illnesses.
Your child’s attendance will now be monitored on a weekly basis for a period of six
weeks (in accordance with the school Attendance Policy). May I also stress that
research does prove that full and regular attendance does improve attainment and
ultimately your child’s progress - thus improving life chances and enabling your child
to achieve their full potential.
If you have any concerns that you feel may have an impact on your child’s
attendance please do not hesitate to contact the school on 0121 552 3625 and ask
to speak with our Attendance Officer.
Yours sincerely,

Mrs M Long
Head Teacher

Appendix 2
Trigger Point 2
Important Information Regarding Your Childs Attendance
(Concern Letter - Below 96%)
Dear Parent(s) of
As you are aware we continue to work hard to improve our pupil attendance levels,
thus improving the life chances of your child and enabling them to achieve their full
potential. Unfortunately (child’s name) attendance has now declined to (%) and in
accordance with School Policy we are now asking for you to provide us with medical
evidence for all future absences (prescribed medicines, prescriptions and
doctors notes only). The school’s, and current Government targets, specify that
your child’s attendance should be 96%+ for the academic year and does allow for
genuine illnesses.
Medical evidence must be in the form of a prescription or medicine bottles from the
doctor or hospital letters and appointment cards. Unfortunately, we will not be able
to authorise any absences without this evidence from this point onwards
regardless of reasons provided. We hope that with this measure in place, and
your on-going support, that your child’s attendance level will raise quickly to
nationally accepted levels.
Parents are legally responsible for ensuring your child’s regular and punctual
attendance at school. I must advise you to make certain that your child
resumes a regular attendance pattern as soon as possible, and that failure to
do so may result in the Local Authority giving consideration to taking legal
action against you - a course of action that can sensibly be avoided with your
co-operation.
If you have any concerns please do not hesitate to contact the school on 0121 552
3625 and ask to speak with our Attendance Officer.
Yours sincerely,

Mrs Long
Head Teacher

Appendix 2a
Trigger Point 2a
Important Information Regarding Your Childs Attendance
(Concern Letter - Below 96%)
Dear Parent(s) of
As you are aware we continue to work hard to improve our pupil attendance levels,
thus improving the life chances of your child and enabling them to achieve their full
potential. Unfortunately (child’s name) attendance has now declined to %. The
school’s, and current Government targets, specify that your child’s attendance
should be 96%+ for the academic year and does allow for genuine illnesses. We
appreciate that all of the absences have been authorised and you have provided us
with medical evidence and hope that you can continue to support with this. We hope
that with this measure in place, and your on-going support, that your child’s
attendance level will raise quickly to nationally accepted levels.
If you have any concerns please do not hesitate to contact the school on 0121 552
3625 and ask to speak with our Attendance Officer.
Yours sincerely,

Mrs Long
Head Teacher

Appendix 3

Dear
I am writing to inform you that following the Notification of Unacceptable School
Attendance dated ……………., regarding ……………’s poor attendance, I am
pleased to note that there has been an improvement.
Congratulations to both of you in making this improvement and I do encourage you
to continue to support ……….. in maintaining this improvement, as, despite the
improvement, his/her attendance does not yet reach national averages although I am
sure you can achieve this if the improvement is maintained.
The school will continue to monitor attendance and I do have to explain that
any further unauthorised absence may lead to legal action being taken. Should
there be any problems which cause ……….. to not want to go to school please
contact the school immediately and arrange to discuss the matter with the
appropriate member of staff.
If there are any absences due to illness, it would be to your advantage to supply
some form of evidence if possible if the absence is for more than a couple of days.
Your child’s education is important and by making sure they attend every day you
will significantly improve their chances of success in their future life.
Yours sincerely

Mrs M Long
Head Teacher

Appendix 4

Trigger Point 3
Dear Parents of
I write to you concerning the continuing problem of your child’s irregular attendance
and/or punctuality at school. (child’s name) current attendance is only (..%) this
includes (xx) sessions of unauthorised lateness.
The Head Teacher and the Attendance Officer have sought your co-operation in
addressing this but unfortunately, your child’s irregular attendance has now reached
a stage where the Local Authority may consider taking legal action against you for
failing to carry out your statutory responsibility of ensuring that your child receives an
efficient full-time education at school. The action taken will be to prosecute you in
Magistrates Court.
I am postponing a decision on legal action to enable you to make an improvement in
(child’s name) attendance at school. If there are any further unauthorised
absences in the next two school weeks an immediate referral will be made to
the Local Authority and legal action will be initiated.
If you have any concerns please do not hesitate to contact the school on 0121 552
3625 and ask to speak with our Attendance Officer.
Yours sincerely,

Mrs Long
Head Teacher

Appendix 5

RE: PUNCTUALITY Letter 1
Dear Parent(s) of
As you may be aware school, is working very hard to improve both attendance and
punctuality. Unfortunately X has been identified as having been late on X occasions
since X resulting in X minutes lost learning alone this term.
It is understandable and acceptable that any child can be late on an odd occasion for
any number of reasons, all of which should be verified by the parent/carer. However,
I am sure you will agree that excessive lateness is unacceptable.
Lateness in school causes immense disruption and inconvenience, plus actively
disadvantages the progress of pupils whose lessons are constantly interrupted by
the arrival of latecomers. It is also often very embarrassing for the pupil to be
constantly arriving late.
Can I remind you that the school doors open at 8.50am and lessons start at 8.55am.
Any child arriving after this time will be recorded as late.
Your child’s punctuality levels will now be closely monitored over a period of
four weeks in order that the school can see improvements. I must advise you
to make certain that your child resumes a punctual attendance pattern as soon
as possible. If you are late for 10 sessions in an academic year they will then
be coded as unauthorised which may result in the Local Authority giving
consideration to taking legal action against you – this course of action can
sensibly be avoided with your co-operation.
If you have any concerns please do not hesitate to contact the school on 0121 552
3625 and ask to speak with our Attendance Officer.
Yours sincerely,

Mrs M Long
Head Teacher

Appendix 6

RE: PUNCTUALITY – letter 2
Dear Parent(s) of
As you may be aware school is working very hard to improve both attendance and
punctuality. Unfortunately X punctuality has continued to decline and he/she has
been late on X occasions since X resulting in X minutes lost learning alone this term.
This excessive lateness is unacceptable and the lateness is now causing immense
disruption and inconvenience, as well as disadvantaging the progress of your child
and others. It is also often very embarrassing for the pupil to be constantly arriving
late.
You are invited to discuss this further decline and the reasons for lateness as a
meeting on …Should you not be able to attend for any reason please contact the
school as soon as possible to rearrange.
Can I remind you that the school doors open at 8.50am and lessons start at 8.55am.
Any child arriving after this time will be recorded as late.
I must advise you to make certain that your child resumes a punctual
attendance pattern as soon as possible. Failure to do so may result in the
Local Authority giving consideration to taking legal action against you – this
course of action can sensibly be avoided with your co-operation.
If you have any concerns please do not hesitate to contact the school on 0121 552
3625 and ask to speak with our Attendance Officer.
Yours sincerely,

Mrs M Long
Head Teacher

Appendix 7
Nursery Place at Risk – Trigger Point 3
Dear Parent/Guardian,
Nursery Place at Risk
At Christ Church Primary School we continue to monitor the attendance of all of our
pupils including Nursery children. In response to initial letters we have issued to you
and discussions regarding (CHILD’S NAME) attendance levels still remain well
below what we would expect and attendance is currently at (%).
I would like to request a meeting to address the non-improvement of current
attendance trends and next steps as (CHILD’S NAME) is obviously missing out on a
good foundation for his/her compulsory age schooling. A meeting has been therefore
arranged to provide an opportunity for us to discuss the situation.
The meeting will be on:
………………………………………………………………………….at school with the
XXXX staff in attendance.
If this appointment is not convenient, it is important that you contact the school on
the following number as soon as possible to make alternative arrangements – 0121
552 3625.
If you fail to attend this meeting and your child’s attendance does not improve,
we will have no choice but remove your child from roll.
We are working hard to improve attendance levels and your cooperation as a
responsible parent in the community would be appreciated.
Yours sincerely,
Mrs Long
Head Teacher

Appendix 8
Example Parent Contract – 5 lates or more
Surname

Forename

Date of Birth

Attendance Previous

Unauthorised

Current Attendance

Academic Year (if
applicable)

Class

Teacher

Reasons For Poor Punctuality/Issues Raised

Agreed Actions/Targets (and by whom)

Agreed Review Date:
Signed:
Parent (s) __________________ Date_____________
Teacher:_________ __________Date_______________
Attendance Lead:___________________Date_______
Head Teacher:______________________Date_______

